
Please read the user's rules on the 
backside very carefully, fill in the user's 
declaration form and attach your 
signature on the backside. 
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User's rules  
Please read carefully and attach your signature! 
 
1. Before using the facilities of the "Abenteuerpark" every user has to take note of and agree to the user's rules as 
well as confirming them by signature (in the case of minors the name of the person having care and custody is 
necessary).  
2. The use of the facilities of the "Abenteuerpark" involves certain risks and is carried out at one's own responsability. 
For the legal liability of the company "Abenteuerpark Saar", paragraph 8 is to be applied. 
3. The "Abenteuerpark" is suitable for participants at the age of 12 years AND a body height of 145 cm, who do not 
suffer from any illness, psychological or physical handicap which could turn out to be a risk for themselves and/or 
another person while using the facilities of the "Abenteuerpark".  In the case of pregnancy or intoxication by any 
substances (alcohol or other intoxicants) the participation will be denied. In case of doubt, please ask the trainer. 
4. Any items, like jewelery, mobile phones, cameras, etc. are not allowed to be carried as they can turn out to be a 
safety risk for the participant himself/herself as well as for other persons. 
5.  Every participant has to attend the security briefing, which consists of a theoretical and a practical part. All 
instructions given by the trainers or the host are obligatory and have to be obeyed. 
6. The security equipment provided by "Abenteuerpark" consist of a complete harness, helmet and fastener. While 
using the "Abenteuerpark" this equipment is not allowed to be taken off or to be transferred to other persons. The 
security equipment has to be used according to the instructions of the trainer or host. The complete security 
equipment has to be returned 3 hours after handing over. Otherwise there will be an extra charge of 5 € for any 
inchoate hour. The security carabiner always has to be clipped into the security cable. If the participant has to change 
cables, there must be always one carabiner that is connected to the security cable. It is never allowed to disconnect 
both carabiners at the same time from the security cable! In case of doubt a trainer has to be called.  
7.Any challenge can be done only once. On the platforms there can be only 2 persons at once. Access to the course 
number 6 is only granted to persons at the age of 15. 
8.The company "Abenteuerpark Saar" is liable for personal injury within the limits of legal requirements. In the case of 
property or financial damage the company "Abenteuerpark Saar" is only liable, if there can be proved a deliberate 
intention or culpable negligence.  
9.The management of "Abenteuerpark Saar" takes the right to expel people from the Abenteuerpark, who do not act 
in accordance to the user's rules. The management of "Abenteuerpark Saar" takes the right to shut down the facilities 
for safety reasons (fire, storm, tempest). In this case the entrance fee will not be refunded.  
10. I participate in the activities of the "Abenteu erpark" at my own risk. 
 
 
 
 
 
     __________________________________                                                                                _____________________________________  
     date,    signature                                                                                                                    signature  (Person having care and custody of child) 
 

Abenteuerpark-Saar                                                                                                        Büro: Gaußstr.1,  66123 Saarbrücken,  Telefon: 0681-9385440 
 

 

 To fill in by the participant:  
 *your data is only for internal use and will not be handed to any third party 
 
                                                                                                                                  / 

name, surname                                                                                                                        date of birth 
 
 

                                                              address                                                                       street 
 

 
 To fill in by the person having care and custody o f the child (in the case of minors): 
 

name, surname 

 

                                                 address                                                                                         street 

 
 
 
 

 


